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TRAIL CONDITIONS & REPORTS
Prior to riding, it is recommended 
to check Trailforks.com for the most 
current trail condition information. 

Every effort is made to provide up 
to date information; however, the 
forest can be unpredictable. Ride with 
caution.

Please report any trail issues on 
Trailforks.com or via email to 
pembertoncycling@gmail.com. 

WA MOUNTAIN BIKERS CODE

Safety
Be prepared. Know 
yourself, your bike 
and your way.

Check trail conditions; tell someone your 
plans; take enough water, clothes and first 
aid. Check your bike, helmet and gear; read 
the trailhead and choose your trail. Ride 
within your skills and abilities.

Environment
Respect your 
trail and the 
environment.

Follow signage, stay on track and don’t 
take shortcuts. Protect wildlife and plants; 
take rubbish home; prevent spreading 
dieback, keep your bike and gear clean. 

Attitude Make it a good 
experience.

Share the trail; pass safely and courteously; 
help others out.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION
Emergencies:
In the event of an emergency, phone Triple Zero (000).
Emergency hospitals are located in Pemberton and Manjimup. 

Mountain biking is a potentially dangerous 
activity.
It should only be undertaken with a full understanding 
of all the inherent risks. The information provided must 
be used along with your own experience, intuition and 
careful judgement. 

Ride with a buddy.
There are areas where you may not have mobile 
reception, so it’s always a good idea to ride with a buddy.Note: If there is no mobile phone coverage you WILL NOT be able 

to call 000 but the app will provide you with GPS location details.

!
CAUTION
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Multi-use
Bikers yield to hikers; ride in control at all times

PEMBERTON MOUNTAIN BIKE PARK
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

TRAIL MAP

Pumphill Uphill
The main access to trails at the top of Pump Hill, this trail features 
rollers and switchbacks as it winds through the stunning Karri forest.

TRAIL INFORMATION

Railway Run
A mild-mannered XC loop with roots and rollers located in the flat 
zone. Great for a warm up or to ride along Swimming Pool Road.

Pinch Track
After some technical rocky pinches near the start, the trail eases into 
a gentle climb that meanders through the forest on the back of the 
main hill.

Mark Up
A short, punchy ascent that links the trails on the two sides of 
Pumphill Road and provides a return from Down Dale.

Link Trail
The main climbing trail to access the trails on the main hill. It is wide 
and easy but has some steep gradients at the start where it merges 
with the Bibbulmun Track. 

Easy Peasy
A gentle trail suitable for beginner riders. Its lack of features is 
compensated by picturesque Karri forest and dense undergrowth, 
making it good for both climbing and descending.

Ankle Biters
A short loop perfect for beginner riders. A very gentle uphill is 
followed by a subtle descent, with a few small whoops and corners.

Skills Loop
A great introduction to off-road cycling with a range of natural and 
constructed features in the flat zone of the park. Expect roots, small 
rollers and flat, wide corners.

Down Dale
A short but sweet machine-built descent with a few rollers and 
pumps, connecting the trails on the two sides of Pumphill Road.

Longshanks
A long, technical descent with corners, small natural berms and 
rollers. There are some steeper sections to challenge developing 
riders.

Backtrack
A short, meandering single-track trail suitable for beginners. 

Old Trout Hatchery Bridge
Primarily a link across the creek, passing by the Old Trout Hatchery 
with a steep entry and exit. Offers a scenic loop opportunity for 
beginner riders.

Tech Track
A fun, technical loop trail that incorporates built wooden features, 
such as a seesaw, drops and a skinny.

Relentless Blue XC
A challenging and physical cross-country olympic trail with multiple 
climbs and short descents. The first 1.5km is known as the ‘Hell Mile’ 
and will challenge even the fittest riders with relentless, technical 
pinch climbs. 

Cool Running Uphill
A steep climb trail from the trout hatchery to the trail head at the 
top of the main hill. Tight, technical switchbacks briefly give way to a 
more mellow climb, before finishing on a steep pitch straight to the 
top of the hill.

Relentless Blue Loop
A short, punchy descent with a few natural drops, followed by a 
mellow ascent back to the trailhead.

Black and Blue
A short cross-country style trail that links from the end of Relentless 
Blue DH to the pool. It splits into two options: Blue, a short and quick 
descent; and Black, a longer, more challenging trail that traverses up 
and down the contour. 

Pirate Trail
A rough and technical cross-country track with fast descents and 
pinch climbs. Expect rocks, roots, log drops and off-camber corners.

Relentless Blue DH
A fast, technical descent with a pallet drop, the infamous wall rides 
and a wooden roller. A mid-trail pinch climb traverses the hill before a 
final steeper descent.

Nearly Gnarly
A cross-country delight, the trail winds through dense forest 
understory that creates a natural tunnel. Experience gentle climbs 
and descents featuring rollers, natural obstacles and some fast 
sweeping curves.

Wahoo
A fast technical descent with tight corners, off-camber sections, a 
rock garden and grade reversals that keep riders on their toes.

Cool Running DH
A fast, flowing machine-built descent littered with sweeping berms, 
rollers and jumps that offer plenty of air time.

Drop Bear
A technical descent with tight corners and natural berms that create 
a flowy, non-stop ride to the bottom.

Just Because
A short, steep and technical climb trail that just as quickly descends 
and merges with Link Trail.

Bloody Mary
A challenging machine-built flow descent for advanced mountain 
bike riders. Plenty of berms, jumps and wooden features make it a 
rollercoaster from top to bottom. 

Fingertips
A quick link track from Woodcutters to Bloody Mary. A technical trail 
with a steep roll in that hugs the contour line.

Vanilla Slice
A steep and technical descent suited to experienced riders. Expect 
steep, loose chutes with natural tech features coupled with sharp, 
off-camber corners and a climbing traverse midway.

Nationals
A challenging, technical XC trail. It is rocky and rolling with off-
camber trail and pinch climbs, suited to intermediate to experienced 
riders. 

Return Trail
An easy, scenic multi-directional trail for both hikers and bikers that 
utilises a section of the Munda Biddi trail.
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Flat Primarily

Woodcutters
A multi-use wide, open trail that offers spectacular vistas and access 
to and from trails on the main hill. It has a steady gradient which 
steepens just before the summit, making it a direct but gruelling way 
to get to the top.

Trevor’s Trail
A multi-use fire road that spans the back of the main hill and can be 
used to access the trailhead at the summit. The eastern side goes 
straight up the hill without a forgiving break, making it a gruelling 
climb or push up to the top. The western side has a gentler gradient 
sandwiched between two steeper sections and some spectacular 
scenery.

Centre Track
A  dual direction multi-use access trail that runs centrally through 
the flat section of the park. It is wide, flat and featureless, making it a 
great option for beginner riders.

Heaven and Hard Work
A multi-use fire access road that starts at the bottom of Pumphill 
Road, offering access to Easy Peasy and an exit from Nearly Gnarly. It 
is wide with a steady gradient.  

Fire road
Downhill Primarily

Pump Track
A great practise zone for beginner riders with gentle rolling pumps, 
humps and corners on a looped, multi-directional circuit.

Dirt Jumps
Technical, sky-sending jumps with steep constructed lips that 
progress quickly in size and difficulty. Suitable for advanced riders 
only.

FURTHER INFORMATION
For further detail on the trail network or cycling 
in Pemberton, please visit Trailforks.com or 
send an email to Pemberton Cycling Association 
at pembertoncycling@gmail.com.
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For additional information about the Pemberton 
Mountain Bike Park and other activities in the 
area, please contact

Pemberton Visitor Centre
08 9776 1133

trailforks.com

pembertonvisitor.com.au

@pembertoncycling
www.pembertoncycling.com.au

To support the trails in Pemberton, please consider joining 
or following the Pemberton Cycling Association. 


